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Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page Page 6 Page 7 Page 8 Page 9 Page 10 Page 11 Page 12 Page 13 Page 14 Page 15 Page 16 Page 16 Whether a radiation fan, this is a very sophisticated production of a simulation business class game - APKAwaRd.Com Fallout Shelter is a mock-up tour operator. Instead of fighting
against fate and being a young man of flies, Fallout Shelter is a shelter manager of fate to others. Although the position of this player is very different from the original, but regardless of the result derivative games a series of radiation, radiation of course, after all. For example, Pipboy, thumbs up in the main menu of the
game, game tutorial player guides; The asylum seeker's abilities are grouped into seven features according to the classic S.P.E.C.I.A.L system in the radiation series. In addition, when shelters are attacked, the appearance of a variety of enemies will certainly make the former players excited by the radiation, like a large
cockroach, mutant mice and so on. Of course, all kinds of cool weapons and armor also appear for this, but to collect them that need to draw money cards, you can get the following figure from the European manager of the oil transmitter hand nuclear bomb, commonly known as radiation 3! As a simulated business
game, the game is similar to many similar games, with control over resource balance, staff, business expansion and even emergency use. The four types of resources of the game, water, electricity, food are divided into three basic resources and caps, which can be understood as currency in the game, which is a small
currency. While three basic resources can be collected through the construction of production facilities, covers must be obtained through completion of tasks, personnel upgrades or sending people to explore. In addition, facilities can be used free of charge to speed up with the Rush button, but failure can occur after a



failure, with a certain chance, a fire or a large cockroach attack. In addition to the basic resources of manufacturing facilities, there are several possibilities, such as medical stations producing medicines, radiation-resistant scientific laboratories, and there are radio stations, Gymnasiums and more that hire outside
survivors. Most of the facilities need staff to work, and the efficiency of the work depends on the qualifications of the personnel assigned to the facility, the seven main features of the aforementoremented S.P.E.C.I.A.L. Different facilities require different features, so players need to deploy the right facilities to the right
people to maximize human resources. The higher the level of facilities, the higher the population of shelters, and the more facilities there are, the more people need to work more smoothly. However, survivors Having children - this is limited enough to fill empty, which leads to the core of the game. Having children,
players communicate when they bring heterosexual men and women together in the living room, the atmosphere gets warmer and warmer, and the room will be a great harmony of life. It sounds terrible, but that's the environment. When a man and a woman appear in harmony with life, the woman's stomach is large
(very fast!), but you also need to live a few hours before the child, during which time, the player can still send pregnant women to continue working until the child is born. Why do kids say that's the essence of the game? Since this shelter is the fastest way to expand its population, with its population base, follow-up
advanced facilities can be achieved. In addition, as the game progresses, you need a lot of labor to produce, which will make more plant resources higher and higher demand. However, it is not that you can play well without the brain to have children. The expansion of staff will lead to shortages of food and water at three
key sources, which will lead to electricity shortages and the need to build more power generation plants; Labor facilities, last resort and natural need to build the expansion of the population. In this way, it created a vicious circle. Population growth is not difficult, but it is very difficult to grasp the balance of population and
resources. It can be said that this is a study of when the child is more suitable play. The problem is that the player harasses the fact of having a baby, the question that arises when the game gets better and the whole shelter is in good order: What has he done before? Overall, in the late development simulation business
game, success will have a great sense of spectacular scenery. Like the Sim City series, all the busy city panoramic view of the city, the sense of success arises spontaneously. However, this refuge, always just under the grid, is such a great feeling, then the revival of children to expand players again and again, exactly
what is it for? I imagine some possibilities. First, perhaps again and again to give birth to children to create super high quality staff. However, from the point of view of children born now, there is no obvious relationship between the qualities of children and their parents. Apparently, there's no genetic system. Secondly, can
people be sent to explore outside the bunker, maybe find Eden Maker? But maybe black face, try for a long time, the best time I couldn't find just one gun found. As a result, you still can't find the goal of the late game, just endless cycle of production and expansion. Maybe the only fun is these unexpected events, which
suddenly broke into you The shelter of robbers and mutant monsters suddenly disrupted the rhythm of the shelter, so you have to go all out to fight. Overall, this is pretty good in all aspects, but the lack of depth of the game, players inevitably lose the meaning of continuing to play. But as part of a fan-to-work, this hand-
to-hand tour contains a variety of n elements that span the game, much better than the game. If you are a fan of the Radiant series, be sure to try this. Minecraft Earth APK 0.31.0 (58 MB) Additional Information requires Android7.0 and DeveloperEditor's Choice, Mojang, Minecraft Earth APk is an AR adventure game
where players can fight against enemy gangs, resource collections, challenges and more in real life. Players can also collect variations of regular monsters. AR virtual objects, improving the player's gaming experience and immersion, can be closer to the real impact. -apk Award.Com players can create, collect,
collaborate, explore and discover the background we are already familiar with in the real world. The game allows you to build the entire digital city. You can do it yourself, or you can work with other players to create a big digital world. As virtual and real boundaries begin to blur, Minecraft Earth will offer you a potential
human future. Additional Information requires DeveloperEditor's Choice, Mojang, Minecraft on Android4.2 and up: Pocket Edition apk mode is a world popular 3D sandbox game. Game players can get an adventure with friends or just the new world. And minecraft can build your own world by box you with incredible
imagination. Defeat you can make weapons to defeat the external enemy through the resources collected in your adventure. - APKAward.com Minecraft: PE Toolbox APK 4.5.0 (29 MB) Additional Information Actually BlockLauncher was an add-on to Minecraft PE requires Android4.0.3 and up ToolBox, but recently
written by the author (blocklauncher is still available) and used in MCPE can only be used for this launcher. Similar to BlockLauncher, press Launcher Options. You can currently install add-ons and materials packages.-ApkAwaRd.Com BlockLaunchr has a variety of game modifications and useful features such as box +
solid mini map, fast felling, perspective, etc. This modifier really matches with the original Minecraft, I would really recommend it to everyone. Additional Info Minecraft PE apk mode is a pixel adventure game with open and free game world and a very popular unimaginable game among gamers. Players venture alone or
with friends, explore the randomly created world and perform incredible miracles. Open a unique journey of discovery. Explore adventures with friends. Friends.
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